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CE218553 – PSoC 6 MCU: PWM
Triggering a DMA Channel

Objective
This code examples demonstrates how to route trigger signals on a PSoC 6 device. The trigger signal, in this code example, is
routed from the PWM to the DMA, using PSoC Creator's auto routing feature.

Overview
This code example demonstrates how to route trigger signals in PSoC ® 6. In this code example, PSoC Creator is used to
configure the trigger multiplexer. This is demonstrated using a PWM trigger routed to a DMA channel. The PWM is connected
to an LED to implement a variable intensity. The PWM also triggers the DMA in every cycle. The DMA is used to update the
PWM duty cycle to create a breathing effect on the LED.

Requirements
Tool: PSoC Creator 4.2
Programming Language: C (ARM)
Associated Parts: All PSoC 6 MCU parts
Related Hardware: CY8CKIT-062 PSoC 6 BLE Pioneer Kit

Design
The PSoC 6 device has many digital signals generated from different peripheral blocks. Many of these signals would need to be
routed to other peripheral blocks as triggers to some events there. Trigger multiplexers are simple multiplexers that are designed
to route these signals from potential source peripherals to destinations. This example demonstrates setting up a trigger route
from the PWM to the DMA.
The design implements a PWM that has a duty cycle that is updated on every terminal count of the PWM through a DMA. There
is a preset list of compare values in an array. These preset compare values are in a format that, when updated as the compare
value of the PWM in every cycle, will generate a breathing pattern. The array with compare values is the source of data transfer
for the DMA; the destination is the PWM’s compare register. The DMA is triggered using the PWM’s terminal count signal. The
routing of the terminal count signal to the trigger input of the DMA is accomplished using the trigger multiplexer.
You need to connect the PWM overflow trigger (ovrflw) to the DMA input trigger (tr_in). The PSoC Creator build process takes
care of generating the code responsible for routing the trigger signal. See Appendix A: Trigger Multiplexer Routing in PSoC
Creator for more details on trigger multiplexer routing. Figure 1 shows the PSoC Creator project schematic.
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Figure 1. PSoC Creator Project Schematic

Operation
1.

Program the PSoC 6 device on CY8CKIT-062.

2.

Observe the breathing pattern on the red LED in the kit.
Note: In case of using any hardware other than CY8CKIT-062, use wires to connect the pin P0[3] to an LED.

Components
Table 1 lists the PSoC Creator Components used in this example, as well as the hardware resources used by each.
Table 1. PSoC Creator Components
Component

Instance Name

Hardware Resources

DMA

DMA

1 DMA Channel

PWM

PWM

1 TCPWM block

Parameter Settings
DMA Configuration
A DMA channel is used to transfer the compare values from the array to the PWM compare register. Figure 2 shows the DMA
Component’s basic configuration.
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Figure 2. DMA Basic Configuration

1

2

1.

The trigger input to the DMA is enabled so that a trigger signal routed through the trigger multiplexer block could be
used to trigger the DMA channel. Enabling the trigger input provides a terminal on the DMA Component with a
connection to a signal in the schematic.

2.

The DMA is implementing a simple array to single register transfer, which can be achieved by using a single descriptor.
The number of descriptors is set to 1.
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Figure 3 shows the configuration of the DMA descriptor.
Figure 3. DMA Descriptor Configuration
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There is only one descriptor used for this DMA transfer. The descriptor configuration determines the characteristics of the DMA
transfer.
1.

The descriptor settings set up the name for the descriptor. These configurations also set the nature of the trigger
output and interrupt outputs. These settings are left at their default settings because the trigger output or interrupt
output are not used in this code example. The chain to descriptor is set as Descriptor_1, which will make the DMA
execute the same descriptor in a loop.

2.

The input trigger options determine how the descriptor handles trigger inputs. In this code example, the trigger input
type is set to 'one transfer per trigger' because a single transfer from the array to compare register is required on every
trigger generated by the terminal count.

3.

Transfer settings are left at their default values. The data size is word (4 bytes) and the source and destination
transfer widths are word-to-word because both the array and the compare register are 32-bit wide.

4.

The X loop transfer setting sets up the x loop for the descriptor. The DMA can set up two nested loops of transfer; x
loop is the inner loop of transfer. See the DMA Component datasheet for details. This descriptor transfers a 251element array to a single compare register over 251 triggers. Therefore, the number of data elements to transfer is
set as 251. Because the data source is an array, the address needs to be incremented after each transfer. Therefore,
the source increment every cycle by 1. Because the destination is a constant compare register, destination
increment every cycle by 0.

5.

The Y loop is not utilized in this code example. Therefore, the number of data elements to transfer is set as 1. Both
source and destination increments are set to 0.
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PWM Configuration
The PWM configuration is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. PWM Configuration

1

2

Most of the PWM configurations except the period and compare values are left at their default values.
1.

The period value of the PWM is set to 65532. The PWM is clocked by a 12-MHz clock and the terminal count is used
to trigger the DMA. This period value (65532) makes sure that the terminal count and consequently the DMA trigger
occurs at a frequency of 12/65532 MHz. The breathing rate of the LED will be determined by this rate of DMA trigger
multiplied by the number of elements in the array of compare values.

2.

The Compare value is set to 256 here. However, the compare value is updated later using this DMA. Therefore, this
value starts the PWM at a very small duty cycle.
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Related Documents
Table 2 lists the relevant application notes, code examples, Component datasheets, and device and DVK documentation.
Table 2. Related Documents
Application Notes

AN210781: Getting Started with PSoC 6
MCU with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
Connectivity

This application note introduces the PSoC 6 BLE device

Code Examples

CE218553- PSoC 6 MCU- PWM
triggering a DMA channel

This code example is a simple case of a PWM triggering a DMA channel.
PSoC Creator Component Datasheets

TCPWM

PULSE WIDTH MODULATOR (TCPWM_PWM_PDL)

DMA

DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS (DMA_PDL)
Device Documentation

PSoC 6 MCU: PSoC 63 with BLE
Architecture Technical Reference Manual
(TRM)

PSoC 6 MCU with BLE Architecture Technical Reference Manual

PSoC 6 MCU: PSoC 63 with BLE
Register Technical Reference Manual

PSoC 6 MCU with BLE Register Technical Reference Manual

PSoC 6 MCU: PSoC 63 with BLE
Datasheet

PSoC 63 with BLE Datasheet

PSoC 6 MCU: PSoC 62 Datasheet

PSoC 62 Datasheet
Development Kit (DVK) Documentation

CY8CKIT-062-BLE: PSoC 6 BLE Pioneer Kit
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Appendix A: Trigger Multiplexer Routing in PSoC Creator
The PSoC 6 device has many digital signals generated from different peripheral blocks. Many of these signals would need to be
routed to other peripheral blocks as triggers to some events there. Trigger multiplexers are simple multiplexers that are designed
to route these signals from potential source peripherals to destinations.
The trigger multiplexer block is responsible for the entire trigger routing in the device. The trigger multiplexer block is implemented
by using multiple trigger multiplexers. Trigger multiplexers are grouped into trigger multiplexer groups. There are multiple trigger
multiplexer groups in a device, which combine to form the trigger multiplexer block. The trigger multiplexer block is architected
into two layers. Each layer is formed by separate set of multiple trigger groups.
On the input side are the reduction trigger multiplexers and the output side are the distribution trigger multiplexers. A trigger
signal route involves two multiplexer connections. First, the trigger multiplexer inputs are routed to intermediate signals using
reduction multiplexers and then the intermediate signals are routed to relevant trigger multiplexer outputs using the distribution
multiplexers.
Figure 5. Trigger Multiplexer Block Architecture
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The routing of trigger multiplexers is achieved by configuring two trigger multiplexers per path. PSoC Creator’s build process
automatically generates the code required for trigger multiplexer routing. This trigger multiplexer routing code is in cyfitter_cfg.c,
as a part of the CySystemInit (). The following code snippet is from the Cy_SystemInit() function of this code example and it
shows the two Cy_TrigMux_Connect() calls to connect the two trigger multiplexers needed for the route.
/* Perform Trigger Mux configuration */
Cy_TrigMux_Connect(TRIG11_IN_TCPWM0_TR_OVERFLOW4, TRIG11_OUT_TR_GROUP0_INPUT15,
CY_TR_MUX_TR_INV_DISABLE, TRIGGER_TYPE_TCPWM_TR_OVERFLOW);
Cy_TrigMux_Connect(TRIG0_IN_TR_GROUP11_OUTPUT7, TRIG0_OUT_CPUSS_DW0_TR_IN1,
CY_TR_MUX_TR_INV_DISABLE, TRIGGER_TYPE_TR_GROUP_OUTPUT__LEVEL);
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The first Cy_TrigMux_Connect() connects the TCPWM’s overflow signal through a reduction multiplexer to an intermediate
signal called "trigger 11" of trigger group 0. The second Cy_TrigMux_Connect() connects this intermediate trigger signal
through a distribution multiplexer to the DMA’s trigger input line.
For more information on the trigger multiplexer routing and architecture, see the Technical Reference Manual.
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